394236 : WECK® BIPOLAR FORCEPS CORDS
Fits all standard bipolar forceps. Disposable, sterile, 12’ (3.6 m), 10 per box.

505100 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Straight, 4mm cup, 28 cm

505102 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Straight, 6mm cup, 28 cm

505104 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Angled, 4mm cup, 28 cm

505106 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Angled, 6mm cup, 28 cm

505230 : PATTERSON ELONGATED CUP BITING FORCEPS
Straight, 11 1/8” (28 cm)
506460 : JAKO-KLEINSASSER MICRO LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Angled left, 2.4 mm tip, 8-5/8" (22 cm)

841011 : KAISER-PILLING RING FORCEPS (2L)
Long jaw, curved, 12-1/4" (31 cm)

351802 : DEBAKEY TISSUE FORCEPS
Straight, 2mm tip, 7 3/4" (20 cm)

506472 : Jako-Kleinsasser Micro-Laryngeal Grasping Forceps
These Pilling Micro-laryngeal Grasping Forceps were designed specifically for everyday-use micro-surgery. They feature slender 2 mm diameter stems with miniature distal jaws in the shape of grasping forceps and are made of...

506455 : JAKO-KLEINSASSER MICRO LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Straight, 2.4 mm tip, 8-5/8" (22 cm)

506461 : JAKO-KLEINSASSER MICRO LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Angled right, 2.4 mm tip, 8-5/8" (22 cm)

505400 : JACKSON ALLIGATOR GRASPING FORCEPS
Straight, Serrated, 23 x 3.8mm tip, 11 1/8" (28 cm)
506462 : JAKO-KLEINSASSER MICRO LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Angled up, 2.4 mm tip, 8-5/8" (22 cm)

394246 : WECK® BICEPS FORCEPS CORDS
Fits all Biceps Forceps. Disposable, sterile, 12' (3.6 m), 10 per box.

443507 : JACOBSON HEMOSTATIC FORCEPS
Curved, Serrated, 0.8mm tip, 5 1/8" (13 cm)

211117A : LANDRENEAU MASHER GRASPING FORCEPS
Lightly curved, 7.8 mm tip, 8-1/2" (22 cm)

505116 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS EXTRA LIGHT
Angled, 2mm cup, 28 cm

452550 : MAGILL CATHETER FORCEPS
Serrated, 9 1/4" (24 cm)

121655 : EDNA TOWEL FORCEPS
Single row of non-penetrating teeth, 5-1/2" (14 cm)
505112 : JACKSON LARYNGEAL CUP FORCEPS
Straight, 2mm cup, 28 cm

505420 : JACKSON ALLIGATOR GRASPING FORCEPS
Straight, Serrated, 17 x 1.5mm tip, 11 3/4" (30 cm)

841031 : KAISER-PILLING RING FORCEPS (2S)
Curved 3-3/8" jaw, 1 x 11 ratchets, 12-1/8" (31 cm)

182310 : HALSTEAD MOSQUITO FORCEPS
Curved, Pilling-Pattern, 5 1/8" (13 cm)

342981 : DEBAKEY THORACIC TISSUE FORCEPS
Straight, 3mm tip, 7 3/4" (20 cm)
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